
 

1. Product Description 
 

VTuber Maker is a program enabling anyone with a webcam to digitally embody awesome 

characters. 

It supports tracking of face, head, upper body and voice, and maps body movements or 

voice to simulated characters. There are many characters in the product, each character has 

two Avartars-normal and cute. 

VTuber Make has been released or downloaded on several platforms, including Steam. 

You can go to the official website: https://live3d.io/vtuber to gain account opening and 

package purchase. 

 

2. Product Features 

 
2.1 Tracking 

 

 

Click the button “        ” on the right to toggle Tracking on or off. Tracking includes 

Functional Tracking, Head Tracking and Upper Body Tracking. If the avatar does not match 

your natural state, click Calibrate to automatically adjust. 

https://live3d.io/vtuber


2.2 Audio Based Lipsync 
 

Click the button ” ” to toggle Audio Based Lipsync on or off. Turn on Audio Based 

Lipsync , the program will process voice in real time, you speak, the avatar speaks instantly. 

 

2.3 Widget 
 

  

Click  the button ” ” to toggle Widget on or off. The widget only has a avatar 

without background, Widget will be on the top of the screen, you can minimize the program 

window, but you can also see the avartar active on the screen. 



 
 

2.4 Virtual Barodcast 
 

 

Click  the button ” ” to toggle Virtual Barodcast on or off. This feature requires 

driver support. If you do not have it installed, click "install" in the prompt window. 

After turning on the Virtual Barodcast , you need to select VTuber Maker Virtual Camera 



in the camera options of webchat or live broadcast software, so that you can cosplay a virtual 

idol in the dialogue or live broadcast 

 

2.5 Quick Action Panel 
 

Click the button ” ” to toggle Quick Action Panel Show or hide. Click the icon on 

the panel, the Avatar will make the corresponding action. 

In addition to triggering avatar actions on the Quick Action Panel, you can also trigger 

avatar actions by the operation of key combinations, the combinations can be found and 

adjusted on the Option - Operation Keys. 

 



2.6 Cute Avatar 
 

All of our characters have two avatars—normal and cute. Click the switch button in the lower 

right corner to switch between normal and cute avatars. 


